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Moles COMMENT/ACTION
Name of NDP

Record of comments at the
two village Fetes

Affordability and Social
housing evidence
The Plan is not allocating
sites so there is a limit on
the policy but there is not
sufficient evidence at the
moment to have a policy
which says more that the
local plan or national policy.
In terms of identifying
projects, it may be that we
include this in the
aspirations section perhaps
the PC may later want to
look at community land trust
as an avenue to provide
affordable housing for local
people.

Medical Facilities are nonexistent in both villages

Virgin Media and BT fast
broadband

SG response
This has been resolved but Moles
evidence update heading is still calling
it West Dean, West Tytherley &
Frenchmoor. It is as below:
Sanitized record of comments from
Fetes in 2017 has already been passed
to DM. Also on Dropbox.

Albeit no sites are allocated this
remains a key foundation of our plan
but with insufficient evidence?
We do have policy PD 5.

Lead
Responder(s)/Acti
on
Action complete

Sanitized record of
comments from
2018 Fetes has
been produced
and will be sent to
Donna Moles
Action complete
AB to discuss with
Donna.

AB believes we can, even on the thin
evidence available, provide something
tangible to address this. Consideration
will be given for inclusion in the
aspirations section and community land
trust will be explored. We can then try
our aspirations at future public
meetings.

AB/SG to agree the
format and
content of the
Aspirations
section.
[Placeholder]

Both villages are covered within the
nearby Whiteparish Surgery (2.5 m to
West Dean and 5m to West Tytherley)
and Salisbury (9 miles), Romsey and
Stockbridge have surgeries to which
some residents are attached.
Salisbury/Southampton NHS hospital
trust covers area and there is a
prescription delivery service to WT
shop.
Full consultation with BT, Virgin and the
local councils. Virgin plans are well
advanced for West Tytherley while

Action already
complete.
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SG to provide
more
comprehensive

Open Reach has brought Optic fibre to
the West Dean cabinet and are about
to extend that to individual homes.
Norman Court school facility
and Nursery (recreation
facilities including 43 acres)

Volunteer River Group

Recreation Grounds

Local Green spaces
Document to be produced.
The document needs to
do the following:
1.identify the existing
green spaces and assess
the local need for
additional green space
2.outline any existing
designations
3.Propose designations
and apply the NPPF para
99-100 criteria
Railway network connection
Undesignated heritage sites
Thin evidence on robust
policy to protect and
conserve the rural and
distinctive landscape.
Collate a list of key natural

B/B updates
covering the entire
NDP area in the
autumn
[Placeholder]
Stakeholder letter
sent and
responded to.
AB/SG are in full
consultation with
the management
and owners.
[Placeholder]

Norman Court is a ‘Community Interest
Company’ (CIC). This is a relatively new
kind of company structure and in
essence means that the business can
run as an enterprise that benefits the
community. It includes the Montessori
Day Nursery and outdoor club facilities.
It is a major provider for the National
Citizen Service
There is data on the species and there
JG has sent Five
are plans for protecting the biodiversity Rivers report to
of the area. It is somewhat contentious. DM.
[Placeholder]
West Dean and West Tytherley have
Map to be
recreation grounds named for the
provided
village. Their history and status,
[Placeholder]
including a map can be produced.
Playground areas are established in
both villages and a third is being
considered for Hillside Close.
Designation and protection has been
AB to discuss with
considered.
DM.
[Placeholder]
JG has produced a list of green spaces
but it is not yet agreed within the SG.
Landowners have not been consulted.

Year 1847 already identified
Need to check whether any exist along
with the designated heritage sites
identified by the E&L WG.
A comprehensive table will be
produced alongside the existing maps
and new ones if necessary.

Action complete.
AB will action
[Placeholder]
AB and MD to
action
[Placeholder]
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features.
Agricultural Land

Documents to be produced
Green Space Study
Trees and Hedgerow Study
Local Listing Study
Maps of views to protect

There are maps but they are not
comprehensive or do not define fully
existing conditions. Equestrian usage
needs to be covered as well

AB and LF to
consider how to
address this issue
sensitive to the
land owners plans.
[Placeholder]

(Under consideration see above)

AB to action
AB/MD to action

Done but need to clarify with DM
Underway
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AB to action

